Infosys Life Science Commercial Insights Platform bring a combination of deep domain, advanced analytics, real world data and technology expertise to drive commercial transformation and help Commercial teams do "more with less" and drive Agility, Innovation and Real World Data focus to improve patient outcomes.

Overview
In Pharma, managing drug launches is complicated process, with data coming from multiple/new sources that need to be integrated quickly and understand all influencing parties like sales, marketing, managed markets, finance, manufacturing and external parties competitive, market, HCO, HCP, Payers etc.

Infosys’ commercial Insight platform will provide “one version of truth” which would be faster to insights, adaptable to client needs, scalable across the portfolio of offerings for a Pharma enterprise. It will enable commercial teams to enable precision and provide ability to unlock new frontiers for revenue and cost plays.

Challenges
Time to market
- High Onboarding time & High cost of change for new product launches
- Higher cost on external data onboarding process

Time to market
- Lack of business insights to measure field sales performance on various KPI’s
- Lack of visibility on patient outcome for rare diseases drugs

- Better way to measure marketing campaign effectiveness
- Outdated and irrelevant master data & need for Single version of truth for HCO/ HCP and Affiliation complex hierarchy
Solution

Infosys is uniquely positioned to have a differentiated offering in the market for commercial pharma.

Infosys “Commercial Insight Platform” enables the enterprises’ sales and marketing digital transformation by bringing Cloud Platform, Data & Insights capabilities together. Solution provides a comprehensive suite of persona based modular solutions to drive business outcome. The cloud foundation along with AI helps deliver connected ecosystems that drive richer real world patient outcomes, Commercial Spend optimization, Patient Experience, Forecasting, Field force effectiveness.

Data is the Glue to Pharma commercial Eco system. Over 70% of the data is externally purchased and contributes to Insights across all Business functions. Brand teams and Data scientists needs access to real world evidences over laid with existing sales data to make brand specific plans. The commercial data processing involves different patterns of data, it is important to create a data processing template and create a service based approach for data consumption like KPI libraries to generate insight. Commercial Platforms aims at creating this repeatable process, so it is more configurations during brand launch than development effort

We partnered with cloud service providers to offer “Infosys Commercial Insight Platform” as a fully managed services solution to help pharma customers navigate the complexity of persona based KPIs and cost of ownership. This platform provides a flexible subscription based pricing model for the core platform. Following are the key highlights of our platform solution:

- Our integrated metadata driven cloud agnostic Insight solution has mix of standard /custom analytics to drive actionable insights and value for various brand personas. Solution also drives agility and outcomes in a dynamically changing commercial environment such as competing in an Omni channel environment, advent of digital biomarkers, use of connected health, etc.
- Infosys’ commercial platform will drive optimal returns on investments in data assets by leveraging advanced analytics to enable smart actions in the market by the sales reps.
- The commercial platform will have a mix of standard /custom analytics to drive actionable insights and value for various brand personas
- Infosys solution has delivered discovery insight platform with multi-channel marketing capabilities to improve sales across channels & track persona based KPIs for Sales

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com
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